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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/councilcontacts.html

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust submissions: Submit articles by email to the editor (see above). Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday
before the monthly meeting. Meeting dates are on the following page. Any standard document format is fine (MSOffice,
OpenOffice, LibreOffice, AbiWord,) but plain text is preferred. Do not try to layout and format your article; your labour
will only be discarded. Graphics may be submitted as separate files, and clearly identified; indicate references to them
within the text. Do not consider your article successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in Telus World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza, 10543 – 124 St. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in room 1-033 of the CCIS  *   Building on the U of 
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS 2015

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday
** indicates date bumped to accommodate speaker

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 

OCTOBER 2015 MEETING DATE

PLEASE NOTE that this meeting date has been changed to OCT 5, 2015 to accommodate a special guest speaker.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2015, HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, July 1 – 5

For information, see https://www.rasc.ca/events/home
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The Day the Atmosphere Stood Still, or, How I Learned to Love Jupiter Again by Tom Owen

I had not schlepped my 6" SCT - a goto Nexstar 6se - and
my Mallincam cameras  past  overly  interested  border  security
guards all the way down to Costa Rica on our family vacation
just so I could image Jupiter.

Oh no. Sitting on the patio of Villa  Encantada,  at  just  10
degrees  north  of  the  Equator  and  up  in  the  Lake  Arenal
highlands, I had envisioned a paradise of new deep sky objects to
view and image, and in shirtsleeves in the middle of February, to
boot. Large Magellanic Cloud with an Imperial Cerveza, anyone?

Jupiter I could image any old time back in Edmonton if I
wanted to - and I didn't really want to. Although I had run up and
down our street at age 10, exulting at my discovery of the great
planet with my dime store refractor, as I grew older (and older)
Jupiter  had  gradually  worked  its  way  down  the  priority  list.
Always with the two belts. Always with the fuzzy disk. Always
with the little points of light. Familiarity was well on its way to,
if not contempt, exactly, then at least polite disinterest.

So here I was in a green paradise, with greened expectations.
The Mallincam Universe was at the ready. Let the cosmic show
begin!  But I  hadn't  counted on the rain.  The Arenal region,  it
turns out, doesn't have a Dry Season: it has a Somewhat Drier
Season. And even so, it had been so unusually wet that even the
Ticos were grumbling about it. One hundred and eighty inches of
rain in the last two months? Are you kidding?

Oh,  there  were  sunny  days,  to  be  sure,  complete  with
ziplining,  restauranting,  birdwatching,  trail  riding,
grandchildrening,  and vigorous shade-dappled naps - but those
nights! The swift shadowed clouds, the palm trees bowing and
waving  bye-bye.  Even  the  Howlers  were  respectfully  mute
during those dark deluges.

 And so the little lighthawk remained perched indoors in the
grip of its electronic arm, hooded and still. The days and nights
passed metronomically: sunup at 6am, sundown at 6pm. And that
metronome  ticked  all  too  quickly,  as  the  end  of  our  holiday
loomed.

Finally, finally, on February 24th, as the sun set, the clouds
failed to appear. As soon as dinner was over and the dishes were
impatiently  done  (gorgeous  digs,  but  no  dishwasher)  I  went
outside to confirm. Looking up, however, I realized all hope was
gone.

High on the meridian, a bright Cheshire Moon was grinning
at  me mockingly. Yes,  there  was Orion,  oddly  overhead.  And
beautiful  yellow Canopus,  trying  harder  than  Sirius  to  be  the
brightest star in the sky. And Venus in the west, and there was old
Jupiter in the east. But deep sky objects? Fade to white. Oh, that
moon was bright, ridiculously bright. That should have been my
first clue.

What to do now? Well, at least I could give everyone a look
at the solar system objects, especially the grandchildren, who had
never looked through a telescope before. And then I guess get out
the Mallincam Solar System Imager; after all, I brought it all this
way, might as well use it to take some shots of Jupiter for what

it's worth, grumblegrumblegrumble. 
So I programmed the latitude, longitude and time into the

hand  control,  attached  the  2"  diagonal  and  fitted  in  a  35mm
eyepiece,  and  then  invited  everyone  out  to  take  a  look.  And
everyone loved their looks: Venus on the half shell, Jupiter and 3
(!)  moons;  and  then Scarlett,  the  4  year  old,  upon seeing  the
moon,  exclaimed "It's  full  of  bubbles!"  It  was already a good
night.

After  the  crowd  dispersed  to  engage  in  more  material
pursuits, not to mention beddy-bye, I  attached a barlow to the
diagonal,  reattached the eyepiece, centered Jupiter in it,  pulled
the patio table close, set up my laptop, replaced the eyepiece with
the Mallincam SSI, and attached it by USB cable to the laptop.
One nice thing about the SSI, apart from its light weight, is that it
is powered through the USB cable. One less cord to trip over in
the dark.

After opening up the software and a little fiddling with the
direction  buttons  on  the  hand  control,  a  blurred  silver  dollar
floated onto the screen. 

There  is  no  fancy  schmancy  focuser  on  this  scope-just  a
rubber sheathed knob. After some delicate twiddling with both
the focus and the exposure level, the silver dollar had shrunk to a
nickel,  and suddenly, snap! There  was Jupiter, in  sharp focus.
After saying a prayer of thanks to the collimation gods, I took a
good look at my prize. Oh my goodness. Not just the 2 big belts-
there were-gasp-little belts! And Regions of Interest! And a black
dot! What? Must be sticky dust on the camera. Damn. I'll  just
move the image to another part of the screen to evade it. Hold
on-the black dot is moving with the image! Could it  be? And
look at that-the image is steady! Steady steady steady!

This  stillness  was  almost  unbelievable  to  me.  Usually  at
higher  magnifications  the  image  of  a  planet  changes  every
second,  or even fractions of a second,  because of our restless,
watery atmosphere. It's like looking at an object through a pane
of glass with water sheeting down it. But this was special. On the
scale of 1 to 5, I'd rate the seeing as a 6.

Also,  the  Celestron  was  tracking  extremely  well.  A little
extra weight actually seems to help with this mount. So, time to
start imaging. I set the camera to take 1000 frames, and virtually
pressed the button. Captured and saved. Soon after the inevitable
clouds moved in, and my night was over.

The  following  day  I  processed  the  frames  in  Registax,
aligning  and  stacking  the  best  800  frames.  When  it  came  to
sharpening the image, I was truly astounded. For me, sharpening
an image is often an exercise in self-delusion: trying to coax out
a little more detail, but usually ending up with so much noise it
looks  like  the  start  of  an  HBO  special.  But  this  image  just
seemed  to  get  more  detailed.  And  working  the  histogram,
gamma, contrast, brightness,  colour balance, it  was easy to be
good. Then I added a touch of colour saturation, which brought
out even more detail, and voila. Here is the final product:
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By the way, that dark spot? Look just to the right: there is
golden volcanic Io. And so, 50 years after I first ran up and down
the block, there I was, sitting in a villa in a country far, far away,

as excited and exulted as that child.

Even today, looking at that image, I still get that feeling.
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Memories of Jasper 2014 by Geoff Robertson

Prologue

Returning from the Jasper event, I submitted my hours for the
November  Deck  schedule  to  Cornelia.  She  asked  "How  was
Jasper?" I sent her my reply and she suggested I sent it in for the
April Starbust issue. What follows is an expanded version of my
e-mail. 

Wednesday October 22

Wanting to have some time to ourselves Laurie and I hit the road
in the morning with hopes for good weather so we can do some
geocaching.  The  car  radio  relays  reports  on  the  attack  on
Parliament Hill. We arrive in Jasper, unload and settle into our
cabin at the Black Bear Lodge, our home for the next two nights.
Walking around the downtown later we run into a few RASC'ls
who have also arrived early  

Thursday October 23 

There are lots of geocaches in and around Jasper. One of them is
multi  part  that  mixes  numbers  on  plaques/signs  with  math  to
figure out the coordinates of the next cache in the chain. The first
part  is  by  the  statue  of  Jasper  the  bear.  Laurie  copies  the
numbers, does the math, and enters the new coordinates in the
GPS. It is a bit of a hike but we have all morning to tootle about.
After  walking a ways,  we find ourselves  between the  railway
tracks and the Yellowhead standing in an empty field. This isn't
right. There is supposed to be a sign or plaque. All I can see is
grass and a few rocks. Hmmm. Laurie checks the math. Ooops.
We head back to the new/correct location. I remark that wouldn't
be funny if the place was only a couple blocks from the first stop.
Turns out it  was only one block away. Oh well. After a quick
bite, we head to the school yard where RASC'ls have set up to
view the partial solar eclipse. The big tent that will be the main
stage for  Saturday  is being prepped nearby. I  set  up my PST.
There's quite a crowd. A huge sunspot is visible to the naked eye
through the eclipse glasses we are passing out. One gentleman
looks in my PST, and says he can't see anything. I tell him to take
off his solar glasses first. Another lady asks if she can still see the
eclipse with the glasses from her house. She points to it about
200  meters  away. I  should  write  a  book  about  this  stuff.  All
afternoon we fight the drifting clouds eventually conceding and
packing up around 4:30PM.

On our way to supper, we round the corner of main building of
the lodge and come face to face with a bull elk. It's less than 12
meters from us. Laurie always with a camera gets some pictures.
I issue a caution, the animal looks at me and lowers its head. I
back away but Mr. Elk is fixed on me. He's pawing the ground.
I'm backed up against the building as he makes a false charge. I
can see headlines, "Dumb Ass-tronomer impaled". There's a lawn
chair next to me. I pick it up and raise it as a shield. The guy at
the front desk sees what's going on and comes out yelling. The
elk moves away. Laurie gets some great pictures. 

Friday October 24

We move to the Lobstick as we're now on Jasper Tourism's dime.
During the day we do more geocaching. This place is beautiful. 

It's the first of the night time sessions. As dusk approaches the
sky is overcast but clears off nicely. Through the night over 1000
people  come  out  to  look  in  the  many telescopes.  Some have
come  from  out  of  town  just  for  this  event.  I  only  have  an
opportunity to look at a few targets due to the line ups at my
scope, sometimes 25 deep. For the club it is a huge success. For
me it is a frigging disaster. The organizers are running rope lights
across the field. While setting up and before they were turned on,
I trip over one and tweak my left leg. At the time I am glad it is
my left leg and not the right that has the artificial knee joint. Still
it really hurts and I make some most un-astronomical remarks as
I limp to my scope. Laurie tells me not to swear so much. I'm
sure it was a twinge and it will pass. As the night progresses I'm
happy I have a chair as my leg is really starting to hurt. 

Saturday October 25

I have some T-4's with me but they only take the edge off the
pain in my leg. Saturday's solar viewing is a bust due to cloud. I
do a shift at our booth in the big tent. We have good response.
Chris  Hadfield  shows  up  to  sign  books.  The  lineup  is  crazy.
Getting in and out of a chair is getting difficult. Before he leaves,
Chris Hadfield launches a model rocket. There is a tense moment
as the countdown reaches zero and nothing happens. After just
over a second, the rocket starts to smoke than leaps into the sky.
I've launched enough model rockets to know that you push the
button when the countdown reaches "One" as the igniter needs a
moment to light the fuel. 

Laurie  and  I  are  part  of  the  crew  that  will  take  the  tram up
Whistler Mountain and set up on the deck. We were going to haul
up 7 scopes to set up for the 180 VIP's at this event to view the
skies but the plan gets scaled back to a couple small scopes as the
weather is not encouraging. Chris Hadfield will be joining us at
the top for a meet and greet. 

Saturday  night  we  go  see  part  of  the  presentation  with  Jay
Ingram and Chris Hadfield. Waiting outside of the tent before the
gate opens we hear Hadfield warming up with the band. Turns
out that is the only singing we will hear for Canada's favorite
astronaut. Jay Ingram is still talking when we have to go to catch
the tram for our next event. I'm having trouble walking and can't
stand for any length of time. 

Arriving at the top of the mountain, it's snowing. Laurie's cousin
runs the Jasper Tram so when Chris Hadfield arrives he comes
get  us,  leads  up  the  back  stairs,  which  I  negotiate  with
considerable difficulty and get put first in line to meet him and
get our books signed. He has a very firm handshake, which one
would expect. 

Out on the deck there are few sucker holes but typically, they
only give about a minute of clear sky. We amuse ourselves using
our laser pointers to make light patterns in the falling snow. We
never set up the telescopes; just have a pair of binoculars. Some
people come out to talk or pick up some swag but it is for the
most  part  quiet.  We  have  a  couple  guys  asking  some  real
interesting questions about how the  ISS dodges  stars  while  in
orbit. They promise they will have more questions for us after
they revisit the bar but never return. I think I will write that book.
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Good thing there are chairs because I can hardly walk by the end
of this. Alister favours us with a song about exploding stars on
the way down on the tram. My leg is killing me. 

Sunday October 26

We meet for breakfast and then head out. Laurie drives because I
can hardly bend my leg to get in the car. Making a pit stop in

Hinton I hear on the radio that Jian Ghomeshi got fired. 

Epilogue

Turns out tripping over that cord damaged a calf muscle. Even
seven months later my leg has not completely healed. I've had
physio, anti inflammatory drugs and still do the exercises to get
the leg back to normal. It still hurts.
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Screen Captures from SLOOH Live Eclipse Coverage by Franklin Loehde
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